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POWERED-ON VIBRATION
Practice:
Supply power to electronic assemblies during vibration, acoustics, and pyroshock and monitor the
electrical functions continuously while the excitation is applied.
Benefit:
Aids in the detection of intermittent or incipient failures in electronic circuitry not otherwise found.
This reliability practice benefits even those electronics not powered during launch.
Programs Which Certified Usage:
Mariner series, Viking, Voyager, Magellan, Galileo.
Center to Contact for Information:
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Implementation Method:
Apply service power to electronics assemblies. Monitor as many circuits as possible for intermittent
behavior or change in voltage/current level. Record for later analysis the most critical electrical
functions. Employ instrumentation such as a storage logic analyzer to monitor relay contacts,
especially during pyroshock testing.
Technical Rationale:
The NASA and industry practice of powering electronic assemblies during dynamics testing has
proven to be effective in uncovering otherwise undetected "soft" failures. Studies by the Institute of
Environmental Sciences, the U.S. military, Tustin Technological Institute, Hobbes Engineering, and
others have all arrived at the same general conclusion: power-on vibration is a valuable tool for
exposing latent defects in electronic hardware with the eventual resultant improvement in product
quality.
Intermittencies in electronic circuity can often be detected during vibration but may not be observed
under ambient functional testing. These intermittencies may not reappear until after launch, where
they sometimes degenerate into hard failures.
Examples of these intermittencies include:
Component shorts due to internal conductive particles,
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Loose or contaminated connectors,

C

Fractured component-to-board solder joints,

C

Electrical arcing,

C

Data number changes in digital equipment, and

C

Relay transfer or chatter.

Powering of electronic equipment during vibration allows for detection of failures or intermittent
conditions when they occur. This can be extremely useful in diagnosing the problem and formulating
corrective action. In vibration, it is advantageous to know in what environment, level, axis, and time
the anomaly occurred. Also, this procedure allows a test to be discontinued at the time the anomaly
occurs to avoid the potential for further damage.
Impact of Non-Practice:
A failure to conduct powered-on vibration test may increase the risk of flight equipment containing
flaws or intermittencies, such as electrical arcing, open circuits, and relay chatter, that may cause
mission compromises or hardware failures.

